Simulation of bilateral movement training through mirror reflection: a case report demonstrating an occupational therapy technique for hemiparesis.
In rehabilitation for hemiparesis, one of the goals of an occupational therapist is to practice upper extremity tasks with the recovering individual. The practice is intended to strengthen muscles and refine movements. It also provides examples for the recovering body and brain as they attempt to reestablish the now delicate cognitive and neural connections mediating voluntary behavior. However, the paresis significantly limits the movement sequence possibilities that may be physically practiced. We outline a method for using simulation of movement, which is intended to provide a means for experiencing a range of smooth and controlled movements completed by a paretic limb. The simulation provides a compelling perceptual experience of bilateral motion beyond the current capabilities of the affected limb. The benefits of this technique after a 3-week course of the simulation practice are exemplified by the presented case study that reveals improved function as demonstrated by increases in Fugl-Meyer scores and faster movement speeds as demonstrated by decreased movement times for the Jebsen test of hand function.